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Based on the region
resources –
value creation today mainly
take place outside Northern
Norway
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A necessary process
 The first phase of the development in the High

North Policy Act was a necessary process to
disseminate knowledge among central authorities
and provide a real policy content

 The future development is not about regional policy,
but a policy of clear national and international
implications and obligations

General conditions
Labour and demographer:
• For Norway: Wage Drifting industries
• Conflict of interest - with existing
industries
• Indigenous people
• Emergency response
• Lack of planning and decision-making
systems
• Ownership, capital and seed funds
• Uncertainty factors
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The geopolitical situation
 Asian states have both scientific an commercial
interests in the Arctic, and are open for future
expansion in the region – if it is commercially
viable….

 The axis CHINA / Russia / North is important

Knowledge and expertise
 Develop knowledge institutions in the north
 Knowledge and research as a driver of value creation
 Encourage the development of practice-oriented
business expertise to the North

 Encourage the development of knowledge in primary
and secondary school on the possibilities of, and the
national importance of the Barents Region

 Cross-border knowledge
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The Knowledge dimension must have a central
place in the Barents cooperation. It is also pointed
out in Kirkenes 2 Declaration

 There must be a goal that institutions in the North

should have national responsibility for the development
of knowledge in areas that are particularly relevant for
value creation in the North.

 This knowledge development will be done in

collaboration with national and international partners,
and with participation from industry players.

 Based on the research groups, it should be facilitated

strong clusters - linked to eg. mineral and oil extraction,
oil spill response, preparedness and national security.

Measures to provide
development to the North
 Free movement of manpower in the
Barents Region

 Policies to increase the

competitiveness of industry in the
north

 Establish clear strategies and

framework conditions for industrial
development
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Pormor visa must be
extended
 Russian citizens with the right to

Pomor visa, must be given the same
rights as EU / EEA nationals for work
in Norway.

 This zone can be developed into a joint
industrial zone.

 Introduce the same customs rules as
for Nordic and EU countries.

Important areas
 It is particularly important to develop competence
in the north associated with the mining and
quarrying industry. How can additional resources
be utilized and contribute to value creation?

 Further developments in the maritime industry,

particularly offshore in the Arctic, has high skill
requirements…

 Linking research and operational expertise from the
industry is required to strengthen the researchbased education and skills in oil and maritime
industry.

Industrial clusters
 From the Norwegian side, the Barents Sea Southeast
opened.

 Meaning we should increase the focus on the

development of infrastructure in the area and intensify
efforts to establish joint Norwegian-Russian industrial
projects

 This can be done by establishing industrial clusters in
the border area, a cooperation zone between
Norwegian and Russian industry, tourism, transport,
public services and in people to people cooperation.

Gas meets Ore
In this area one should consider
landing points for gas pipe from the
Barents Sea. This could in the long
run give a basis for a gas-based
industrialization - “Gas meets Ore”.
Base metals – mining and
processing operations:
• Investigate the potentials for
reduced scale operations and
technologies
• Investigate the potential for
reduced scale smelting plants

Principle sketch of a likely gas infrastructure
system from the Barents Sea to Europe
Source: North Energy ASA
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Use of gas for industrial
purposes
 We must ensure that part of the gas
will be landed in the Barents region.
This is an important factor for the
development of the North.

 It must therefore already be ensured

that future gas solutions provide this
opportunity.

Twin Ports
 The concept of Twin Ports with cross ownership/

involvement on both sides of the border could help
avoid potential perceived conflicts of interest across the
border. Such port facilities could also serve exports and
import of equipment, products and raw materials
outside the oil and gas sectors.

 Industrial activities that exploit the energy resources in
the Barents Sea and the raw materials in the region to
produce high-value products. There is a special
opportunity for using natural gas to produce iron/steel
with lower cost in comparison with other producers
worldwide as well as lower environmental impacts.

"Business Creates
business”
 Should it be established a "reference project" that allows

for collaboration in much greater degree than
discussing about technology exchanges or various forms
of research and expertise.

 Is there an option to establish "twin port" in Russia and

Norway, with cross-ownership to prevent a lack of
"alignment of interests" negative competition? Kirkenes
and Liinakhamari?

Source: The High North - an area for future industrial value creation: “The Barents region –
where gas meets ore”. See also Discussion paper to the Seminar at Diplomatic Academy, 11th
April 2013
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The chairman of
North Energy:

“It will be of crucial importance to

establish closer cooperation
between companies, research
institutes and governmental bodies
in Russia and Norway that can start
working on short term challenges,
bearing in mind that this is just the
beginning.”
Johan Petter Barlinghaug to Oil Industry
Magazine - http://www.oil-industry.net/en/

• In connection with the Kirkenes Conference on 5 and
6 February 2013 it was signed an agreement between
Arctic Development and the NIIGLOBE Institute in
Moscow.

” A goal of the agreement is to provide
comprehensive knowledge about what are
the prerequisites for companies to establish
themselves in North.”
President Anatoly Smirnov ved NIIGoBS-instituttet

Se her: http://www.finnmarkdagblad.no/nyheter/article6494720.ece
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• The 11th April 2013 arranged NIIGLOBE and Russian Diplomat
Academy of follow-up seminar in Moscow, where several
experts from Russia and Norway were invited
• From the Russian side representatives included management
at the Diplomat Academy and representatives from Russia
Marine Board, the new Sea Route Administration, MGIMO etc.
From the Norwegian side representatives included Felix
Tschudi from Tschudi Groupe and Christian Heiberg from NCA
AS and Arctic Development, with Mr. Strand and Mr. Vollan
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Kola Science Centre and
Arctic Development
 New agreement was signed May 2, 2013
 The vision is a collaboration with the Kola

Science Centre and Arctic Development that
provides innovative industrial development in
the Barents Region

 This will be achieved through projects devised
and developed in collaboration between the
Kola Science Centre, Arctic Development and
other Russian partners

Unlocking the High North
potential - together!
 It will be of crucial importance to establish closer
cooperation between companies, research
institutes and governmental bodies in Russia and
Norway that can start working on short term
challenges, bearing in mind that this is just the
beginning.

 The Norwegian - Russian cooperation should be

clarified through the dialogue and meetings held
between Norwegian and Russian authorities in
bilateral and multilateral relations e.g. as in the
Arctic Council.

The way forward
 We establish a "think tank" / group based on
industrial experience, political experience,
international experience, expertise within
college and university, political and
industrial contacts – from Russia and
Norway - and why not other countries?
Perhaps China? - and EU countries?

Russia has taken a first
step towards a Pomor zone

”Russia is planning to build a port for reloading 15 million tons of oil
and 4 million tons of fertilizers in Liinakhamari by the Barents Sea.”
From BarentsObserver 23. mai 2013 http://barentsobserver.com/en/business/2013/05/big-plans-small-port-24-05
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We must see opportunities…
and bring the world forward
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